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There are six Trappist beers. Everybody is familiar with
Chimay and Westmalle, also the bitter Orval beer is a clas-
sic. The latest beers of Hamont-Achel can only be drunk in
the cafe as draught beer. Of course there is the beer from
Westvleteren which demands a trip to the far province of
West- Flandres. The sixth Cistercian brewery is brewing a
quadruple amount compared to Westvleteren though its
beers are hard to find. Unknown, unloved, yet the dark
beers from the Notre-Dame de Saint-Rémy abbey in
Rochefort deserve much better.

On a summery day we visit the abbey : it is a rare privile-
ge, as usually the gate of the abbey remains shut. Father
Pierre, say father-brewer welcomes us and also Father
Abbot Dom Jacques-Emmanuel Voisin joins us.

Yearly Rochefort brews exactly 15.000 hl . of beer. No
more, no less. Father Abbot explains : ‘In the archives we
noticed that brewing started already in 1595 in Rochefort.
The beer was mainly brewed for proper use, while lefto-
vers were divided among the visitors or the poor. Around
1950 the abbey made a clear choice . We wanted to self
support us but could not do everything by ourselves. The
maintenance of our buildings and the payment of the
wages of the laic personnel required a lot of money. The
abbey decided to enlarge the existing brewery in order to
brew more beer for selling. We calculated the machinery
on a volume of 15.000 hl. a year which was enough to
cover the expenses and give some help to the people of
the region. Until today we keep the production on 15.000
hl. a year.’

‘ Other abbeys opt for a larger scale- tackling., that is their
choice. Each Cistercian monastery sets its own course, we
are not interested in competition. For example Chimay is
providing a lot of employment in the poor region, by cre-
ating its own beers and cheese. Funny detail is that
Chimay sponsors every year the humour festival in
Rochefort. We have no problems with that whatsoever. By
the way, the recipes that were introduced in our renovated
brewery originate from Chimay. On the opening of the
new brewing room, Father Abbot of Westvleteren said :
‘We do not live to brew, we brew so that we can live as
Trappists.’ It is no way else . Our volume of brewage is
sufficient to manage on, so we keep it that way .’

The Trappists are the only monks that keep on brewing
beer until today. In the old days beer used to be brewed in
almost any monastery, though most of them have shelved
their mashing forks years ago . Some of them like the
Norbertines from Leffe or Tongerlo stopped brewing in
the aftermath of the French Revolution, others quitted
brewing just after the World Wars. The Benedictines of
Affligem managed to go on until 1950 and from that
moment on, only the Trappists have had the game in their
hands. This is quite logical, taking into account their his-
tory. They were inspired by the fifteen centuries old Rule
of Benedict and also by the life of Saint Bernard, who,nine
hundred years ago opted for a frugal life in the abbey :
eight hours of prayers, eight hours of  labour and eight
hours of sleep. To Bernard manual labour and self-support
were essential. His monastic order will be named ‘the
Cistercians’, out of which the official name for the
Trappists will arise, namely : ‘the Cistercians of the Severe
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Observance’. They are closest to the life of Saint Bernard
and keep striving for self-support : growing vegetables,
cutting down dead trees or baking bread are all part of the
Cistercian ‘s way of living. Besides the Trappists have a
deep respect for the earth and its flora and fauna. So out
of respect, they do not eat meat. Precisely, this attitude to
maintain self-support as much as possible plus their
respect for the fruits on this planet make them continue to
brew an exceptional quality beer until this very day.

There is more :The Trappists did not take the easy way, but
often settled down in barren and poor regions where soil
was not so fertile. In 1850, 17 monks from Westvleteren
experienced this when settling on a small piece of ground
near Chimay. After years of poverty, desperately they deci-
ded to brew beer and sell it in order to earn some money.
In 1862 Chimay was first to commercialize a Trappist beer.
Ten years later Westmalle started selling on modest scale
and later on the others would follow. The Trappists consi-
red their brewing beer only as a way to make both ends
meet, just like other Trappist or Trappistines monasteries
grow mushrooms, breed cattle or make maintenance pro-
ducts. We are lucky the Trappists do their job seriously
and brew pure beers of superior quality, typical of their
lifestyle.

A fine brewing-room

Father Pierre shows us the way to an ultra-modern bot-
tling plant where a brewage of the ‘10’ is getting bottled.
The line is only four years old. We follow Father Pierre,
who is walking briskly and often is having a chat with the
laic personnel. The Trappists consider labour a privilege :
as employers, carefully, they look after the well-being of
their personnel. We continue our walk through an old

basement passage to the actual brewing machinery. Truly,
in the cellar is even hidden away a small museum of anti-
que brewery material. Even a primitive system is part of it,
a wooden tun with four draw-offs meant for the same
amount of bottles. It can be operated when sitting on the
stone floor. The passage leads to the yeast cisterns in
which a brewage is bubbling turbulently. At present these
cisterns cannot be visited, however the spectacle can be
watched, looking through a small window . The beer in
the making will remain in this cistern for about one week.
Especially during the first days, there is agitation, a thick
layer of foam is bubbling like in a witches-cauldron, thick
bubbles are bursting open at the surface and are hurling
away flocks of foam into the air.

Father Pierre is almost unstoppable when finally he opens
the door of the actual brewhouse (built in 1899) and he
has every right to be enthousiastic . In a high, nicely tiled
and capaciously glazed room, three copper cauldrons are
displayed. Also the necessary supply pipes and discharge
pipes, as well as the taps are made off the same warm,
shiny material, dominating the tiled and glazed room. It
seems like a beer cathedral. Father Pierre likes to pose
there, holding a full glass of Trappist beer and tasting it
attentively. In the lab, the beer irrevocably is emptied in
the drain ; his drinking beer is moderated to a few glasses
a year.

Rochefort brews three dark beers, the ‘6’, ‘8’ and ‘10’ .
These figures refer to the degrees on the scale of the
Belgian excises that has passed into disuse
Actually the amount of alcohol is expressed by percenta-
ges of volume and that is a lot more than 6, 8 or 10.
According to Father Abbot and Father Pierre a Trappist
beer must be dark so they do not intend to market a ligh-
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ter blond beer neither a triple. Nor does Rochefort brew
a lighter dinner-beer for proper use( like for example the
tasty Westmalle extra) nor do they create a beer diluted
with water, drunk at dinner as for instance in Orval or in
Chimay.

The ‘6’ with the red cap is the lightest one , though con-
taining 7,5 % of volume of alcohol, it is rather strong. The
beer is darkly rust-coloured, the thick fine-meshed foam
is light brown. Immediately after having opened the bot-
tle, the experienced taster recognizes the ‘6’ because of its
overwhelming,fruity odour. The green cap of the ‘8’ adds
a little extra by means of more fruit, herbs and nuts cre-
ating a more earthy palet. The blue cap of the ‘10’ except
for the strong sweet fruity odour, clearly contains also
alcohol,some bitter chocolate and a dash of solvent.
Remarkably,the foam of the ‘8’ and especially of the ‘10’
has a much rougher and unstable structure, compared to
the ‘6’. The ‘10’ rapidly looses foam. No wonder, for
alcohol is not at all conductive to foam stability. The ‘8’
contains 9,2% of volume of alcohol, the ‘10’ even 11,3.
Some brewers add iron or seaweed for hyping up the foam
stability of strong beers, but the Trappists do not try those
tricks. Their standard is pure nature. The ‘8’ shows a few
shades of yellow copper, the ‘10’ without any compromi-
se colours deeply dark red. It should be possible to draw
a nice picture when using those Rochefort shades.

We taste the exceptional ‘6’, aged three months.
According to the abbey the figures on the beer labels cor-
respond to the minimum period of ripening, expressed in
weeks. So this ‘6’ should be drinkable already after six
weeks, although it seems too early to me. Three months
of lagering is the optimum . This beer stands for one per-
cent of the production and as a consequence is rare to find
on the market. For the customer especially demands
stronger beers and that is a pity indeed as this loafer has
plenty to offer to the pampered beer fans. It has a soft ini-
tial taste, not very full-bodied though nicely pronounced.
Particularly pleasant is the bitter aftertaste without any

notion of acidity. It is a very balanced delicious beer brus-
hing the taste buds and the palate in a subtle caressing
manner and which after some fruity and sweet notes gra-
dually extinguishes to a soft bitterness. This beer is
morish. There are no minuses, except for the reflection
that it must be possible to create the same palet of taste
and odour though using less alcohol in order to brew a
less strong beer. For alcohol is a real taste katalysator,
other beers manage to draw more fullness out of the 7,5
% vol.of alcohol.

The guinea pig among the ‘8’ has the perfect age of six
months. Father Pierre states that yeast in the bottle will
live for about six months, consequently this should be a
turning point in the evolution of taste. As from that
moment on not the living yeast cells but their decompo-
sition products will be influencing maturation. Smelling
attentively at the ‘8’ will call up an association that sounds
disrespectful : ripe cheese, once I heard the taster say
‘foot-cheese’. Also beer tasters make use of a real shop-
ping list of descriptions to define odour and taste of a
beer, among which also belong the less tasteful pet names.
‘Cheese matches in the list of fruity flavours and solvents,
the result of the formation of esters. Specifically those
esters determine the real character of the Rochefort beers
and make them give out their typical odours all-around.
Another famous ester beer (particularly fruity and sol-
vent) is the Westmalle Tripel, but Rochefort excells.
Usually esters are created as a residual product though
they can also be formed during maturation. Classical
descriptions are’fruity, solvent,banana-taste, sweety, a
taste like ripe apples, sweet pears, even figs. The nice part
about esters is that their taste and odour are fruity, strong
and sweety,yet without making the beer unnecessarily
sweet, or sticky syrupy. On the contrary they are able to
combine the strong notes with a surprisingly dry and bit-
ter character. So now the ‘genius’ of this ‘8’ (and of all the
other Rochefort-beers) has been revealed : a pronounced
fruity odour and aroma, while immediately a dry and bit-
ter palet with notions of softly roasted nuts and chocolate
cake breaks open in the mouth.’ The taste is extremely
full, very balanced and beautifully vanishing into a nice
soft bitterness and taste of chocolate. How unique this
beer is, becomes more clear when afterwards one takes a
sip of Chimay bleue for instance, also a true quality beer,
however tasting insipidly after a bottle of Rochefort ‘8’.
Possibly no other beer, except for the ‘10’, is strong
enough to demonstrate objectively its quality after having
drunk the ‘8’.

Our ‘10’ is four months old, so in its prime. It is still
smelling of strongly sweet fruit and hot alcohol. This
extremely strong beer obtains the aroma and taste of a real
barley wine, alcohol is predominant. Compared to the ‘8’,
it is a bit disappointing because of the lack of  balance
between the fruity and the dry bitter element. It has a
strong odour, even almost agressive, yet without any tic-
kling of the palate nor aftertaste. It feels velvety soft, but
at the same time weaker and less balanced compared to
the ‘8’. There is an endless initial taste, though hardly any
bitter note. In stead a too syrupy, sweet taste is present
and above all pure alcohol. The beer has refound its balan-
ce, though impressions as dryness and bitterness are lac-
king and prevent  perfect harmony. An aftertaste consis-
ting of sweetness and alcohol is no real aperitif and will
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not encourage to order a second bottle. Perhaps it is not
bad after all, for this strong beer is truly insidious. Even
experienced beer fans are trapped by the strength of this
strongest descendant out of the Rochefort stable. At least
you are forwarn.

Conclusion ?  Particularly the ‘8’ remains, towering the
others and in my opinion may be declared the best beer in
its category. Be aware of the date : it should be three
months old at least, at six months it is very well-balanced.
It is worthwile making the beer age (and tasting it once
and again). Rochefort proclaims to have an expiry date
until five years after the beer has been bottled. This expi-
ry date might be prolonged if you are the owner of the
appropriate cellar, which means : a dark place without any
vibrations with a constant temperature of about 13 deg-
rees. The ‘10’ should be consumed at special moments
and in stead of a distillate, it is the obvious nightcap after
a lavish dinner. A good sigar goes along and even the most
aromatic sigar will not detract the flavour of the ‘10’. This
beer must ripen at least for a few months, I should say
from six months to one year. Finally the ‘6’ appears to be
an outstanding beer with a surprisingly delicious taste.
Its harmonious balance ,subtle notions of odour and
aroma make it drink easily, though one must keep in mind
the high percentage of alcohol.

The secret

Do the Trappists really have a secret for brewing ?  Not at
all. Father Pierre tells us very openly about his art of bre-
wing.

’25 years ago, when I first started brewing, I knew not-
hing about it. I learned this craft on my predecessor’s
shop-floor. Obviously in between I was reading a lot
about the process of brewing. Five years later I was ready
to take over responsibility. Sometimes brewing-engineers
are amazed how we manage to brew gorgeous beers while
others get trained and stil envy the Trappists. Well, what
can I say ?

‘Every brewer with some experience is able to copy our
beers perfectly. After the bottling, the yeast cells still keep
living for about six months. Anyone wanting our yeast,
can remove it from the bottom and cultivate. We use the
same culture for the main and second fermentation. Even
the malt and hop we use are no secret. Anyone who is
determined to approach our making up, can do so easily.

Some brewers do not want to reveal the spices they use for
brewing. Well, we only use a dash of coriander.’

Even more important than the yeast culture is the soil
water. Rochefort takes its water which is rich of minerals
and calcium, out of a source on a slope nearby. If the
source should dry up, this would be a greater loss than the
massive destruction of our yeast culture, Father Pierre
believes. ‘Our yeast can be replaced or recultivated out of
a bottle if need be. However our soil water is irreplacable.
If you ask me, this makes the big difference between our
beers and the Chimay beers, the water used in Chimay is
much softer.’

Isn’t there really any secret, perhaps a golden formula
which has allowed the Trappists to brew the best beers
worldwide for decades, a hidden secret granting a five star
status ?  Father Pierre reflects upon this question for a
moment. ‘You know, if there were a secret, it is to be
found in our attitude towards life, in our relation with
God and with nature. We believe that everything growing
on the fields or in nature-and what you brew out of it- is
no merchandise but a gift. That is no laughing matter. We
make our beers as natural as possible without too much
profit seeking. The Trappists are not dealing with com-
promises regarding price or quality.’

We wind up our conversation in the reception-room
where two cardboard gift-wrappings as a present are dis-
played on the table. Father Pierre and Father Abbot are
visibly proud of their product. They read part of the  text
on the cardboard, which is also the crede of every brewe-
ry respecting itself. : If this high quality brewage is drunk
in moderation, it will optimally contribute to a cosy and
friendly atmosphere…’

It is a pity we cannot visit the brewery, nor the abbey. Yet,
the abbey church is open for everybody wanting to medi-
tate. Unfortunately this is the only possibility of catching
a glimpse of the magnificent abbey. The Trappists feel very
strongly about seclusion and this must be respected. The
church itself has been opened one year ago,though was
built in Norman style with old French bricks, and is of an
utmost beauty. Nearby the abbey there are no shops, nor
cafes where beer could be bought or tasted. Naturally one
can taste the Trappist beers in the cafes which are plenty
in the vicinity and in the centre of Rochefort.

Text : Bob Magerman
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